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“It seems the same old game as for Lyme disease patients! However, this time it is 
COVID! People are dying who were denied any care until they needed hospitalization 
and were critically ill. We must do what is possible to reduce hospitalization and death 
with early home care. Ivermectin is effective at all stages of COVID! Why do other 
countries who giveearly home care have lower death rates than the US?” -Jill Auerbach 
 
 
READ THIS ARTICLE by Mary Beth Pfeiffer 
 
Here is just one part of it: 
 
A Lawsuit, A Life Saved 
 
This article was prompted by the story of an 80-year-old Buffalo womanwith COVID 
whose feisty, take-no-prisoners family took a hospital to court over ivermectin. Such is 
the state of COVID care in America. 
 
The woman, Judith Smentkiewicz, was on a ventilator when her loved ones were told 
she’d likely spend another month in the ICU, where they gave her a 20 percent chance 
of survival. This is the modus operandi of COVID among the elderly and infirm: 
prolonged, expensive and often fruitless late-stage care. 
 
So the family did some research on behalf of this active octogenarian who drives, lives 
independently and works five days a week cleaning houses. They went online. They 
read about studies of ivermectin’s success. They pressed an ICU doctor to give it, and, 
on day 12 of infection, he did. 
 
Within 48 hours of a single dose, Mrs. Smentkiewicz had improved so much that, like a 
Florida woman in my first ivermectin article, she was moved out of critical care. 
 
The hitch? Doctors on the new unit declined to continue ivermectin even as the 
woman’s condition declined. The drug is not approved for COVID, they told her family. 
The family went to court. The hospital fiercely objected. Mrs. Smenkiewicz’s personal 
physician for 20 years was called in. 
 
“We reviewed the limited studies on the use of ivermectin for COVID-19 and 
recommend she receive 15 mg orally Day 1, Day 3 and Day 5,” wrote Dr. Stephen 
Scravani in a letter to the court. The judge ordered the treatment resumed. 
 
As a result, Mrs. Smentkiewicz is to be released to a rehabilitation facility shortly. “It is a 
miracle from where she was,” the family’s attorney, Ralph Lorigo, told me. 
 
This story is instructive for what it says about other late-stage patients, whose COVID 



sieges instead may end with last rites and a ride to a mortuary. There is a straight line 
between those outcomes and a dogmatic insistence by NIH, the World Health 
Organization and other policy powerhouses on large, randomized controlled trials 
before endorsing ivermectin. 
 
 
On 01/17/2021 5:13 PM CARL TUTTLE <runagain@comcast.net> wrote: 
 
 
Dear Rep Marsh, 
 
I would like to include the attached document for the record and discussion in a future 
meeting(s). 
 
I have copied all committee members so they can review the document prior to the 
meeting. 

Summary: 
 
I am the Change.org petition organizer calling for a congressional investigation into the 
mishandling of Lyme disease here in the United States. There are over 95,000 
signatures from all across America (and twenty other countries). The attached 1100-
page spreadsheet includes comments from 344 individuals living in New Hampshire. 
Please scroll down to the yellow highlighted area as the spreadsheet is organized 
alphabetically by state. 
 
Individuals in bold lettering have been adversely affected by faulty/misleading Lyme 
disease testing which is the topic of this study commission. 
 
For example: 
 
"My daughter recently lost a year of her life to poor testing, uneducated doctors and 
complete Mis-information propagated about Lyme. She is only well now because I have 
smart and experienced neighbors who have experienced Lyme themselves and helped 
me navigate the crazy world of Lyme. No other youngsters should be robbed of part of 
their childhood because of the ignorance of doctors and the propagation of failed 
information by the CDC" - Lynnette Carney Hopkinton, NH 
 
Please reserve any discussion of these documents until our next scheduled Zoom 
meeting. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Carl Tuttle 
Hudson, NH 
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